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Knife Throwing For Street Combat - Valued at $49.95. (this is a special promotion through kindle

publishing)LIMITED OFFER: Only good for 5 days!(There is also a special link within in the book

that gives you a $49.00 Free Knife Throwing video that you can view online instantly after

purchasing)Knife Throwing For Combat includes:The #1 Knife All Master Knife Throwers use.Learn

how to grip the knife!Learn proper stances!How and when should you throw a knife under hand.How

to correct for distance.How to change your stance for power so you double your throwing power

over night.How to change your breathing for power.How to make your own personal throwing

darts.Plus much much more.
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I have purchased many items from , both kindle and otherwise. This is the first time I have felt so

strongly about the purchase that I felt I hade to write a review.I purchased this book for kindle to get

tips and techniques for knife throwing. Granted, the book only cost $2.99, but it is definitely NOT

worth it. First, it appears to be a poorly scanned copy of a paperback book or pamphlet. Second, the

page numbers were written at the bottom of the page by hand. I also had several pages missing.



There were numerous ads throughout the book, which is unacceptable to me because I paid for the

book. I was initally fooled by all of the "positive" reviews. However, after reading the reviews, I tend

to agree with the other negative reviewers. The positive reviews sound positively fake.Furthermore,

I conducted a quick websearch about John LaTourrette and found more sites claiming he is a liar

and fraud than state he is a PhD, 10th degree black belt. Take my advice, if you plan on purchasing

this book, do a little research about the author first.

Hands down... worst 20-some pages I ever read. It was as organized as the title of this review. This

author probably has experience throwing knives, but didn't have the skills to explain anything. This

is not even worth 2kB of data.

If I paid more than $2.99 I given it a lower rating. As it is I over paid. I could look past the home

made look of this book if I was given better instructions on knife throwing. Yes you are given the

bare bones on the subject but I can't get past the feel that the pictures were drawn in haste. And if

you try the sample and decide to buy the book, you don't get much more. I was hoping for much

more.

I'm getting really tired of this author's feeble attempts to sell rubbish for dollars on .In this latest

pamplet of page-filler, he has you to believe you should care around a throwing knife to hurl and

impale bad guys with! Seriously. Just call me Spike! LOL. Of course most would never actually try

this...but if you do you will be in jail. And what if you miss and hit an innocent person? Ooops..."uh,

Your Honor, I was really just trying to stop this dude who looked like he was, uh, dangerous...I didn't

mean to hit the woman beside him."Further, carrying a concealed throwing knife is carrying a

concealed weapon, and you could be charged for this alone.Is the author really this stupid, or are

you even dumber to buy this idiocy???

This guide and I mean guide because in no way can it be a book. (It looks like a scan of a paper

one would have turned into their English class in the 80s) Pages are missing, drawing a

rudimentary. It has potential but not sure it was worth the coin.

I suggest reviewers that get hung up on typos get over it and concentrate on the information. This

had some really good information that really adds to one's self-defense awareness and skill set. No

fluff, just good information. I really like books like these that are inexpensive and give much more



value than what you are paying if you are willing to look for it.

I've been interested in knife throwing for decades. I managed to get fairly proficient many years ago,

and now have a teenage son that is interested. This little book has more tidbits and valuable info in

one place that you will be able to believe! Thanks, Dr. Tourrette!

This is the most unprofessional book I have ever seen. I am shocked that I was even charged for

this.  has not been living up to my expectations lately!!!
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